Jump Start Services:
Application Portfolio Roadmap

What’s getting in your way?

Accelerate the Change

Accelerate a Stalled Cloud Transformation Program
• Cost savings
• Better availability
• Improved scalability
• Resiliency

Don’t let anything get in your way.
The benefits of moving to the cloud are well documented, but many companies haven’t gotten past go
on their cloud journey. In fact, many Fortune 2000 companies are still struggling to figure out what to
move, what to retire, when and how to move applications - and where. And for good reason. There are
lots of complicated decisions to be made -- particularly with legacy applications.
The good news is that there is a powerful
transformation methodology and a platform built to
accelerate your journey and ensure your migration goes as
planned.
TDS experts have led hundreds of successful data center
and cloud migrations since we started in 2002. Many
enterprise organizations trust us to help them make
decisions, accelerate their migrations and
ensure they go forward without disrupting the business.
We’re offering a Jump Start Service to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our expert team, proven methodology and

TransitionManager platform. We will perform a rapid
mapping of application and infrastructure and high-level
app rationalization framework and identify which elements
of your environment may slow you down, especially at
scale.
Let us assess up to 20 applications and, in just 4 weeks,
perform a gap analysis to determine bottlenecks for scale,

and collaborate with you on an updated, best practice
process model. You’ll also get plan and costing to
complete a full application portfolio management project.
View All Jump Start Offerings
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What we’ll do
First, the TDS team will quickly aggregate and normalize
siloed data sources to provide a clear view of your application
environment through the powerful TransitionManager
platform. We’ll conduct interviews with your application
owners and infrastructure teams to review existing
architectures and rationalize your applications – delivering
informative application rationalization reports, tailored to
address your goals and your environment.

The Bottom Line
The results will set you up to more
rapidly assess the rest of your
application environment. You’ll be
on your way to automate, reduce
costs, and easily take advantage of
the much-touted value of cloud.
Your enterprise architects will be

What you can expect
Next, we will generate outcomes and final deliverables,
including:

able to leverage proven practices to
build dependable corporate
computing environments and quickly

• Learn how to identify cloud-ready applications faster
• Application rationalization reports
• Migration priorities

evolve with fast moving business
requirements.
There are no secrets to making

• Event schedule

• Dependency diagrams, build-out and cutover runbooks
• Discovery dashboards, data export, data gap analysis

decisions about your application
environment – but there are proven
steps we can guide you through to
make it easier and faster. Let us turn
things around and get you started on
your cloud journey.

Visual dependency diagrams for server,
application, database and network
Watch the video to learn more
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Case Study: Accelerating the Cloud Journey for a Global Manufacturing Firm
TDS recently worked with a global manufacturing firm to help them migrate out of an aging datacenter

that was costly to operate and had frequent service interruptions that impacted business operations.
One of the most important goals of the client’s adoption of public cloud was to eliminate current data
center single point of failure and compliance risks as well as adding DR capability. The manufacturer
recognized that managing their own data center and hardware to host applications takes time, money
and resources. There’s always something that needs to be updated, replaced, or repaired, and with that
upkeep comes facility, equipment and employee costs. They had also experienced frequent application
outages that were impacting revenue generating business processes.
With these realities bearing down on them, the client looked to TDS and its TransitionManager
software to advise them on how to efficiently and predictably migrate their applications to the cloud.
TransitionManager’s actionable view of the data enabled an efficient process for decision making about
each application, server and database. Both business and IT worked together to score each against the
company’s priorities, the criticality of the app, the associated dependencies, costs, and level of effort.
Using TransitionManager allowed the manufacturing firm to rationalize which applications were optimal
for public cloud and which applications were more suited to the firm’s other private data centers and
using that to create a schedule which would balance speed, business goals, technical constraints and
resource impact.
See how this service can accelerate change in your IT environment by scheduling a demo today.

Let’s get started.

With a single comprehensive repository and the ability to view all IT information, TDS helps companies meet today’s
demanding business requirements of increasing speed and agility for making changes, eliminating costly downtime,
and maintaining regulatory compliance.
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